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A B S T R A C T  
 

 

Today there are many techniques for web service compositions. Evaluation of quality parameters has 

great impact on evaluation of final product. Business process execution language (BPEL) is one of 
those techniques that several researches have been done on its evaluation. However, there are few 

researches on evaluation of quality of service (QoS) in eflow. This research tries to evaluate 

performance and reliability of eflow and BPEL through mapping them to explicit colored petri net. To 
achieve this goal, colored petri net was enhanced with a new block of immediate transition, called Pick 

split/join. Then, a transformation table was proposed to show the mapping rules from basic and 

structured activities in eflow and BPEL to colored petri net. Finally, theory of probability was applied 
on the model to measure QoS. Web servie evaluation tool (WSET), a case tool in Java programming 

language, was developed for further simulation.   

 

doi: 10.5829/idosi.ije.2015.28.10a.06 
 

 
1. INTRODUCTION1 
 

Due to lack of formalism in web service compositions 

(WSCs), QoS measurement could not be achieved 

specially when the overall WSCs is complex and big 

[1]. BPEL and eflow are two workflow based web 

service compositions (WB-WSCs) which have 

cumbersome evaluation process in the absence of a 

dedicated case tool. Furthermore, modeling languages 

(sometimes called modeling tools) were created to 

model and evaluate complicated systems. One of the 

most discussed modeling tools is colored petri net 

(CPN) [2, 3]. In this research the explicit CPN was used 

to do further reliability and performance measurement 

of BPEL and eflow. To achieve this goal, CPN was 

enhanced with a new block of immediate transition, 

called Pick split/join. Then, a transformation table was 

proposed to show the mapping rules from basic and 

structured activities in eflow and BPEL to explicit CPN. 

Finally, theory of probability was applied on the CPN 

model to measure reliability and performance. Web 
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service evaluation tool (WSET), a case tool in Java 

programming language, was developed for further 

simulation as below: 

1. WSET is able to convert the input BPEL/eflow to 

its relevant explicit CPN.  

2. WSET measures reliability and performance of the 

input web service composition using theory of 

probabilities. It will be shown that this 

measurement is deterministic. 

 

 

2. CRITICAL REVIEW 
 

This section tries to find existing approaches and 

techniques in evaluation of WSCs. Ample of works 

have been done using petri net and its extensions on 

modeling and evaluation of service compositions which 

show how petri net can be useful for such researches. 

One major reason for selecting petri net as a formal 

method for evaluation of WB-WSCs is the graphical 

notation of petri net [3]. This feature of petri net makes 

it the first choice on modeling WB-WSCs because WB-

WSCs are pictorial and petri net is also a bipartite graph 

which can easily model workflow elements [4]. 
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Moreover, with explicit view of petri net formal explicit 

structure checking can be achieved which was not 

supported by other approaches. Another advantage of 

petri net is in developing case tools for calculation of 

qualitative parameters.  
Zhong et al. proposed a SPN approach for reliability 

prediction of web services.  analysis is a major concept 

in service composition. They first transformed a BPEL 

into a SPN and claimed that workflow net is a kind of 

petri net. Finally they concluded the research with 

analytical results [6]. Mateo et al. also proposed a new 

modeling and evaluation method regarding workflows 

based on web service composition. The expressiveness 

of the proposed method was sufficient to obtain the 

semantic of complex web services [7]. Fu et al. 

proposed a new QoS-oriented web service composition 

model based on fuzzy petri net (FPN) as well as an 

algorithm for optimised web service composition. An 

illustrative example also was used to show the benefits 

of the proposed modeling in both building and 

execution of web services [8]. Xia et al. proposed a 

stochastic petri net based method in which transitions 

had stochastic firing. The method was proposed for 

modeling and performance evaluation of business 

process execution languages processes [9]. Usually petri 

net related research regarding QoS evaluation needs 

simulation, however most of the researches neglect to 

simulate the result [10, 11]. The result of this paper is 

based on a case tool especially designed for that. QoS 

calculation refers to measuring the quality values of 

WSCs. Basically, the scope of QoS measurement was 

mostly on BPEL. Eflow was neglected for QoS 

measurement however Tabatabaei et al. revealed the 

need for eflow QoS measurement as they identified that 

QoS measurement for eflow is low [1]. 

 

 

3. CONCEPTS 
 
Eflow, BPEL, and CPN are studied and their basic 

concepts are given in the following subsections.  

 
3. 1. Eflow               Eflow is the enacted process by the 

service process engine proposed by software technology 

laboratory of Hewlett Packard in 2000 [12]. The 

composite service in eflow is called process schema 

which includes other basic or composite services. The 

enactment of process schema is called service process 

instance in eflow. Decision nodes (parallel AND/XOR), 

event nodes (request/notify) and service nodes 

(basic/multiservice/generic) are main parts in 

constituting any eflow. The concept of generic node 

introduces a new definition. Using a generic node the 

user can select at least one from many activities 

(services). Arcs in the eflow graph control the execution 

dependency.  

 

3. 2. BPEL            Business process execution language 

(BPEL) is a process that contains many basic and 

structured activities and was proposed by IBM and 

microsoft. Flow control is done in BPEL by links. Links 

also control concurrency with concurrent activities. In 

this research, these primitive activities were supported: 

receive, reply, invoke, throw, terminate, empty, wait 

and assign. Also the following structured activities are 

supported in BPEL in current research: switch, pick, 

and, while, sequence. 
 

3. 3. CPN              Colored petri net, CPN, is an extended 

version of ordinary petri net. CPN differes with PN in 

three major things: 
1. Expression: arcs have expressions to carry colored 

tokens.  

2. Transition guard: timed transitions have guards to 

fire colored tokens. 

3. Color: colors could be data types in programming 

languages. 

CPN was developed by CPN group in Aarhus 

University. It is a powerful tool for graphically 

concurrency modeling. It also uses the concept of 

computer programming and it is a more comprehensive 

format of ordinary PN.  

The research methodology includes five main phases 

as shown in Figure 1. First, CPN was enhanced with a 

new immediate transition called Pick split/join. Next, 

using a transformation table, mapping from BPEL/eflow 

to CPN was given. Then, deterministic QoS calculation 

was derived using theory of probabilities. Next, web 

service evaluation tool (WSET) was developed using 

Java programming language for simulation. Finally, 

customove and loan approval process (LAP) were 

validated in terms of reliablity and performance with 

WSET.  

 
 

4. ENHANCEMENT of CPN 
 
Explicit way of modeling has been used in this research 

to model flows, decisions, loops and all other non-

preemitive blocks. Explicit modeling is used when 

decision making is clear in CPN. AND split/join and  

OR split/join building blocks are used in explicit 

modeling. In some cases decision making and flow 

happen concurrently. To support such a situation PICK 

split/join has been introduced. PICK means to select one 

or more routes in contrast with exclusive OR which 

means to select exactly one route from many routes. 

Explicit modeling was exploited in this paper for 

deterministic reliability, and performance calculation of 

BPEL and eflow. The strategy of firig tokens in PICK 

split is shown in Figure 2. PICK split may fire any of 

the three transitions in transitions’ pool. 
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Figure 1. The research design 

 

 
A boolean variable like "need" can be used to 

monitor which taransition in transitions’ pool should be 

fired. However, for PICK to be enabled to fire at least 

one of the transitions’ need should be true. The term 

“transitions’ pool” refers to number of transitions that 

potentially could be selected for firing. Unlike AND 

split and OR split, PICK split may fire at least one and 

at most all transitions in transition pool based on 

transitions’ need attribute as shown in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

5. MAPPING FROM BPEL/EFLOW TO CPN 
 

Table 1 shows how structured blocks in eflow and 

BPEL can be mapped to the relevant element in CPN. 

Split/join transitions are immediate transitions. 

Structured services are inclusive OR (switch), exclusive 

OR, concurrency (flow/And), loop (repeat/while) or 

sequential services. Join transitions are used for 

synchronization however, split transitions are used 

decision making and flow. Pick split/join is applicable 

in generic node of eflow. Figure 3 also shows how basic 

and sequential services can be modeled through CPN. 

 
 
 

 
Figure 2. The schematic of PICK split/join with three 

transitions in generic pool 

 
Figure 3. Basic and sequential service 

 

 

TABLE 1. Structured services in eflow and BPEL 

Composition 

technique 
Concept Split/Join transition 

eflow Generic node Pick split/join 

eflow And And split/join 

eflow Xor Or split/join 

eflow Multiservice nodes And split/join 

eflow Loop Or split/join 

BPEL Pick Or split/join 

BPEL Flow And split/join 

BPEL Switch Or split/join 

BPEL Loop Or split/join 

 
 
6. QoS 
 
This section defines how reliability and performance  

would be calculated using CPN with the help of theory 

of probabilities. Figure 4 (B) shows the reliability 

calculation process in case of using OR split/join block 

or a single transition. Building blocks like AND 

split/join, OR split/join and PICK split/join are non-

blocking and their commitment ratio is 1. The range of 

reliability is in the continuous interval of [0, 1]. To 

calculate reliability, commitment ratio of each transition 

is needed (N). In the best situation, reliability could 

remain one when reaching the end of CPN. Figure 4 is a 

portion of a CPN. The reliability calculation was shown 

where the CPN was depicted with transition and places. 

The quality value between OR split/join transitions is 

calculated either using the path with PF1 or using the 

path with PF2. This implies summation of (PF1*N1) and 

(PF2*N2). At the beginning of CPN, Rnew is 1. 

Obviously if the transitions are completely reliable the 

final Rnew remains 1 which usually does not happen in 

real problems. Assuming using And split/join in Figure 

4(B), reliability would be calculated using Equation (1): 

Rnew=Rold*min(N1,N2) (1) 

Assuming using Pick split/join in Figure 3, using 

independent probability of firings reliability (PF1=0.6, 

PF2=0.5) would be calculated using Equation (2). 

Rnew=Rold*H (2) 

where H is calculated through Equation (3):  

H=
    (     )        (     )                 (     )

   (     ) (     ) 
 (3) 
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6. 1. Loop Management           Equation (4) shows 

how a quality value like reliability is measured in a loop 

either repeat or while. The calculation is a deterministic 

calculation  in which R shows the loop reliability. 

R (1/p -1) (4) 

Assuming the amount of reliability inside loop is 

R=0.97% and the probability of OR split to fire the 

token inside loop is q=30%, then the average quality of 

loop block diagram would be 97% 
1.42 -1

=0.9872. Thus, 

the overall quality value of a token after passing a loop 

block diagram can be calculated as Equation (5) in 

which p=1-q and q=probability of loop occurrence.  

Rnew=Rold×R(1/p-1) (5) 

 

6. 2. Performance            Performance of the CPN can 

be calculated by attaching a time log to each timed 

transition. Immediate transitions will be fired the 

moment they are enabled. If a maximum and minimum 

time for the time log could be identified, the 

performance would be calculated deterministically 

using the average time. In Figure 4 (B) OR split/join are 

immediate transitions and are not time consuming tasks. 

Assuming the first transition inside Or split/join needs a 

minimum time of 4 seconds and a maximum time of 8 

seconds to be completed. Then the average response 

time is Rt1= 6 seconds. Assuming that the average time 

of the second transition inside Or split/join is Rt2=8 

seconds and that the token in the input place of OR split 

(i) has the average execution time of n=12 seconds with 

the PF1=0.6 and PF2=0.4. The quality value which here 

is the performance in the output place of OR join will be 

calculated as Equation (6) in which using OR split/join 

the performance would be 18.8. Pernew stands for 

Performancenew and Perold stands for Performanceold. 

Pernew=Perold +(PF1×Rt1)+(PF2×Rt2)  

Pernew=12+(0.6×6)+(0.4×8)=18.8  
(6) 

Assuming using AND split/join in Figure 4(B) (in 

which PF1=PF2=1) the overall performance would be 

calculated through Equation (7) as follow: 

Pernew=Perold+Max(Rt1,Rt2) 

Pernew=12+Max (6,8)=20 

(7) 

Assuming using PICK split/join in Figure 4(B) using 

independent probability of firings (PF1=0.6, PF2=0.5) 

the overall performance would be calculated as 12 + 

(5.8/0.8)=12+7.25=19.25 through Equation (8) as 

follow: 

Pernew=Perold+M (8) 

where M is calculated as Equation (9): 

   
      (  –    )               (       )                        (       ) 

   (       )  (  –    ) 
  (9) 

The nonfunctional requirements of performance with 

sequential transitions and loop is calculable as in 

Equations (10) and (11). Rt1 and Rt2 stands for average 

respose time of each transition. Average respose time is 

the mean of maximum and minimum time each tranition 

spends whereas Rt shows the average response time the 

structured activity, loop, spends.  

Pernew=Perold+Rt1+Rt2 (10) 

Pernew=Perold+Rt×(1/p-1) (11) 

p=1-q; q=probability of loop occurrence 

 

 

 
Figure 4. Deterministic calculation of reliability with (A) a 

single transition and (B) OR split/join 
 

 

7. IMPLEMENTATION AND EXAMPLES 
 
This section first describes web service evaluation tool 

(WSET) and the conversion  procedures it use. Then 

two cases are identified for simulation using WSET. 

 

7. 1. WSET            The section defines how WSET 

converts eflow, BPEL to CPN.The java pseudocode of 

the eflow to CPN converter is given in Figure 5 and the 

respective private methods are in Figure 6. WSET 

checks the eflow and for each of the elements of the 

eflow, it recalls its respective private method to produce 

the CPN. The elements of eflow are, start point, end 

point, multiservice node, generic nodes, service nodes, 

AND, OR, notify and request event node. In Figure 5 

the respective private methods for producing the relative 

CPN nodes are given in which in case of having start 

point a transition appears in CPN, in case of having end 

point a place appears in CPN, in case of having 

multiservice node AND split/join blocks appears in 

CPN, in case of having generic node PICK split/join 

block with appropriate number of transitions as 

specified by the the eflow designer appears in CPN.  

Likewise, any service is transformed to a simple 

transition in CPN. AND, OR, Notify and Request nodes 

would be transformed to AND split/join, OR split/join, 

and simple transitions in CPN. The same scenario was 

applied on BPEL converter such that a general public 

method decides which private method should be 

recalled based on the input that has been produced by 

the BPEL designer. The pseudocode of such a public 
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converter is given in Figure 7. In Figure 8 the respective 

private methods for producing the relative CPN nodes 

are given in which in case of having primitive activities 

a simple transition is replaced in the CPN. Regarding 

the QoS measurement, based on the input time which is 

specified by the user, the CPN is simulated. The public 

method token has two parameters: reliability, and 

performance. These parameters are initiated when the 

public method is called in each run of WSET. As the 

colored tokens pass the transitions of CPN the 

parameters of token will change accordingly and at the 

end of simulation the amount of parameters in end 

places of CPN will be aggregated and averaged. The 

data structure that is mostly used in WSET was queue. 

All the places of CPN have the first in first out queue in 

order to keep the tokens. Start transitions in CPN which 

are responsible to fire tokens inside the system also use 

first in first out queue. In order to detect the routing 

constructs of CPN (split/join transitions), a first in last 

out queue is associated with a token. 
 
7. 2. Loan Approval Process             A BPEL is 

illustrated in Figure 9 for loan approval process (LAP) 

in which the customer applies for a loan and the system 

replies with the appropriate information. LAP has 

composed of many web services related to assessing, 

approving and assigning loan to the customer. 

Simulation of LAP using WSET is shown in Figure 10. 

Assuming probability for firing each output in Or split 

is 50%. The invoke services have the commitment ratio 

of 0.99 whereas assign service has the commitment 

ratio of 0.97 and reply and receive services have 

commitment ratio of 1. The average time for 5 services 

are 3,3,4,3, and 2. Likewise, assuming the simulation 

time for CPN is 100. Since the initial transition has the 

average time of 6, it is expected that 100/6 colored 

tokens fire to the CPN through initial transition 

(transition T) in Figure 11. Simulation results for fired 

tokens (17 tokens)  is very close to our estimation. 

Based on all the assumptions, the overall reliability and 

performance were calculated as 98/076 and 8/53 for 

LAP using WSET.  
 
7. 3. Customove                      Customove is a 

wellknown service based project in the form of eflow as 

shown in Figure 12. There is a checkbox provided for 

the user (customer) in which the customer can select the 

intended services. Based on the customer selection a 

certain scenario occurs and a new instance of the 

customove process is initiated. There is an input 

parameter which shows selected services.  

 

Public CPNDiagram covertEFlowToCPN(EFlowDiagram){
      Foreach (EFlowElement element: EFlowDiagram.getElements()){

switch typeof(element){
case StartFlowElement :

cpnElements.add(convertStartFlowElementToCPN(element));
case EndFlowElement :

                                               cpnElements.add(convertEndFlowElementToCPN(element));
case MultiServiceFlowElement :

cpnElements.add(convertMultiServiceFlowElementToCPN(element));
case GFlowElement :

cpnElements.add(convertGFlowElementToCPN(element));                                                 
                                case ServiceFlowElement :

cpnElements.add(convertServiceFlowElementToCPN(element));                                           
case AndFlowElement :

cpnElements.add(convertAndFlowElementToCPN(element));                                     
case OrFlowElement :

cpnElements.add(convertOrFlowElementToCPN(element));                                           
case NotifyFlowElement :

cpnElements.add(convertNotifyFlowElementToCPN(element));                                      
case RequestFlowElement :

cpnElements.add(convertRequestFlowElementToCPN(element));
}

}
diagram = new CPNDiagram(cpnElements);
Return diagram ;

}

 
Figure 5. General public method regarding conversion eflow 

elements to CPN 

 

 

Private CPNElement convertStartFlowElementToCPN(EFlowElement element){
Rerurn new CpnTransition() ;

}
Private CPNElement convertEndFlowElementToCPN(EFlowElement element){

Rerurn new CpnQueue() ;
}
Private CPNElement convertMultiServiceFlowElementToCPN(EFlowElement element){

CpnTransition cpnMultiTransition = new CpnTransition(isMulti);
cpnTransition.addInput(new CpnMultiAndSplit());
cpnTransition.addOutput(new CpnMultiAndJoin());
Rerurn cpnMultiTransition ;

}
Private CPNElement convertGFlowElementToCPN (EFlowElement element){

CpnPickSplit cpnPickSplit = new CpnPickSplit();
CpnPickJoin cpnPickJoin = new CpnPickJoin();
For (int i=0 ; i<((CpnGFlowElement)element).getServiceCount() ; i++ ){

CpnTransition cpnTransition = new CpnTransition();
cpnTransition.addOutput(cpnPickJoin);
cpnPickSplit.addOutput(cpnTransition);

}
Rerurn cpnPickSplit ;

}
Private CPNElement convertServiceFlowElementToCPN (EFlowElement element){

Rerurn new CpnTransition() ;
}
Private CPNElement convertAndFlowElementToCPN (EFlowElement element){

If (element.getOutputCount()>1)
Rerurn new CpnAndSplit() ;

Else
Return new CpnAndJoin() ;

}
Private CPNElement convertOrFlowElementToCPN(EFlowElement element){

If (element.getOutputCount()>1)
Rerurn new CpnOrSplit() ;

Else
Return new CpnOrJoin() ;

}
Private CPNElement convertNotifyFlowElementToCPN(EFlowElement element){

Rerurn new CpnNotify() ;
}
Private CPNElement convertRequestFlowElementToCPN(EFlowElement element){

Rerurn new CpnRequest() ;
}

 
Figure 6. Private methods regarding conversion eflow 

elements to CPN 
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Public CPNDiagram covertBpelToCPN(BpelDiagarm bpelDiagram){

Foreach (bpelElement element: bpelDiagram.getElements()){

switch typeof(element){

case ActivityBpelElement : // all types of activities like : receive , reply ,  
terminate , invoke , wait , …

                                            

                                                        cpnElements.add(convertActivityBpelElementToCPN(element));

case FlowBpelElement :                 

                                                       cpnElements.add(convertFlowBpelElementToCPN(element));

case SwitchBpelElement :

  

                                                        cpnElements.add(convertSwitchBpelElementToCPN(element));

case PickBpelElement :

cpnElements.add(convertPickBpelElementToCPN(element));
                 }

}

diagram = new CPNDiagram(cpnElements);

Return diagram ;

}  
Figure 7. General public method regarding conversion BPEL 

elements to CPN 

 

 

Private CPNElement convertActivityBpelElementToCPN(BpelElement element){

If (element isTypeOf RecieveBpelActivity)

Rerurn new CpnTransition(isStart) ;

If (element isTypeOf ReplyBpelActivity)

Rerurn new CpnTransition(isEnd) ;

               Rerurn new CpnTransition() ;

}

Private CPNElement convertFlowBpelElementToCPN (BpelElement element){

If (element.getOutputCount()>1)

Rerurn new CpnAndSplit() ;

Else

Return new CpnAndJoin() ;

}

Private CPNElement convertSwitchBpelElementToCPN (BpelElement element){

If (element.getOutputCount()>1)

Rerurn new CpnOrSplit() ;

Else

Return new CpnOrJoin() ;

}

Private CPNElement PickBpelElement (BpelElement element){

CpnOrSplit cpnOrSplit = new CpnOrSplit ();

CpnOrJoin cpnOrJoin = new CpnOrJoin ();

For (int i=0 ; i<((PickBpelElement)element).getServiceCount() ; i++ ){

CpnTransition cpnTransition = new CpnTransition();

CpnTransition.addOutput(cpnOrJoin);

CpnOrSplit.addOutput(cpnTransition);

}

Rerurn cpnOrSplit;

}

 
Figure 8. Private method regarding conversion BPEL 

elements to CPN 

 

 
The generic service node shows which services 

should be called based on the customer selections 

through a check box. In this  scenario it is assumed that 

the services inside generic node should be committed in 

parallel according to the customer’s input and the 

generic service node specification. Simulation of 

customove using WSET is shown in Figure 13. 

Assuming dependent probabilities for firing each output 

in Pick split are 30, 25, 25, 20 and 20%. Likewise, it 

was assumed that Data collection and Billing   service 

has the commotment ratio of 0.99. Assuming the 

services inside generic node have the commitment ratio 

of 0.99, 0.99, 0.99, 0.98 and 0.95, respectively, from the 

top in Figure 12. Similirly, assuming the services inside 

generic node consume average time of 5, 3, 3, 4 and 6, 

respectively, from the top in Figure 12. Both of Data 

collection and Billing service consume average time of 

3. Based on the average time of initial transition it is 

expected 100/6 colored tokens would be fired to the 

CPN in Figure 14. Simulation result for fired tokens (19 

tokens) is very close to our estimation. Based on all 

assumptions, the overall reliability and performance 

were calculated as 96/180 and 10/4 for customove using 

WSET. 

 

 

 
Figure 9. LAP 

 

 

 
Figure 10. Simulation of LAP with WSET 
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Figure 11. Reliability and performance of LAP with WSET 

 

 
Figure 12. Customove 

 

 
Figure 13. Simulation of customove with WSET 

 

 
Figure 14. Reliability and performance of customove with 

WSET 

 
 
8. DISCUSSIONS AND CONLUSION   
 

Clearly the QoS for a WSC depends on the quality level 

of each service it entails. The more qualified the 

services, the more qualified the WSC. In this paper, 

instead of fuzzy thinking, now it can be said that the 

reliability is almost 98% and the performance is 

approximately 8 unit of time for LAP. SOA analysts, 

specially those who work in the field of web service 

composition can directly use the result of this paper to 

evaluate their eflow/BPEL numerically and detect the 

shortcomings in terms of QoS before delivering it to the 

final user or the customers. Generally, the majority of 

researches on WB-WSCs ignored the evaluation of 

eflow. However, there are plenty of researches on BPEL 

testing [2, 5-9]. But the majority of petri net based 

researches on evaluation of BPEL had the following 

limitations based on Table 2: 1) implicit petri net view 

was applied and 2) lack of a case tool for evaluation 

process. Through this research the following four major 

achievements were obtained: 1) enhancement of explicit 

CPN with PICK split/join transition, 2) transformation 

of eflow and BPEL to CPN, 3) deterministic QoS 

measurement of WB-WSCs using explicit CPN and 4) 

implementing a case tool, WSET, for simulation of the 

findings. 

 

 
 

TABLE 2. Comparison of proposed method with existing 

works  

Method QoS PN type Scope 
Case 

tool 

[6] 
performance & 

reliability 

Implicit 

SPN 
BPEL NO 

[8] 
Only 

performance 

Implicit 

SPN 
BPEL NO 

[5] Only reliability 
Implicit  

PN 
BPEL NO 

[2] 
Only 

performance 

Implicit 

TPN 
BPEL NO 

[7] 
Only 

performance 

Implicit 

CPN 
BPEL NO 

[9] 
Only 

performance 

Implicit 

SPN 
BPEL NO 

Proposed 

Method 

performance & 

reliability 

Explicit 

CPN 

BPEL & 

eflow 
YES 
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چكيده
 

در تاثیر   های کیفی تاثیر مهمی های وب وجود دارد. ارزیابی پارامتر برای ترکیب سرویس  های مختلفی امررزه تکنیک

است. از آن تکنیک هاست که تحقیقات متعددی بر روی ارزیابی آن صورت گرفته   یکی BPELمحصول نهایی دارد. 

 BPELانجام شده است. در این تحقیق کارایی و قابلیت اطمینان eflowروی ارزیابی صفات کیفی  گرچه تحقیقات اندکی

های پتری  صریح ارزیابی شد. برای نیل به این منظور ابتدا شبکه  های پتری رنگی از طریق نگاشت آن به شبکه  eflowو

توسعه داده شد. سپس جدول نگاشت برای نشان دادن قواعد  PICK split/joinبا یک ترنزیشن بالدرنگ به نام  رنگی

ارائه شد. در انتها از تئوری احتماالت جهت اندازه   های پتری رنگی های ساده و ساختیافته به شبکه فعالیت نگاشت از 

جهت  ، ویسی جاوا(، ابزاری به زبان برنامه نWSETهای وب ) گیری کیفیت سرویس استفاده شد. ابزار ارزیابی سرویس

 .انجام شبیه سازی توسعه داده شد
doi: 10.5829/idosi.ije.2015.28.10a.06 
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